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LETTER 66:  JUNE 4, 2003 PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING ORAL COMMENTS 
 
Note: The following responds to comments and questions raised during the Planning 
Commission General Plan comment hearing. 
 
Response to Comment 66-1 (GP):  As Mr. McKibbin stated at the hearing, the County 
cannot control the number of lanes on U.S. Highway 50.  County policies may have some 
influence on the number of lanes and on the timing of construction of those lanes.   See 
Master Response 14 for a discussion of the factors affecting the number of lanes on U.S. 
Highway 50.   
 
Response to Comment 66-2 (EIR):  As stated by Mr. McKibbin during the hearing, 
having six-lanes on U.S. Highway 50 and a light rail system might be equivalent to having 
eight-lanes on U.S. Highway 50 depending on the level of ridership on the light rail 
system.  The required volume on the light rail for this condition to exist can be estimated 
simply as the person capacity of a highway lane. 
 
Depending on congestion and vehicle occupancy, single occupant verses multiple 
occupants, this rate is approximately equal to 2,200 riders.  This would require trains 
operating on approximately six-minute headways during the peak hours.  Additionally, 
those trains would need to match or exceed the Highway speeds and be located on an 
adjacent parallel route.  It is unlikely that these and other issues can be overcome prior to 
the horizon year of the analysis, hence this was not specifically analyzed or assumed in 
the EIR.  Please refer also to Master Response 17.    
 
One of the major problems in developing any light rail system with adequate ridership to 
be viable is that the parallel highway facilities, in this case U.S. Highway 50, has to reach 
a point of congestion that influences a significant number of those using that facility to 
move to the light rail as their transportation mode of choice.  This congestion must exist 
after the light rail goes into operation (page 5.4-37, of Volume 1 of the EIR).  Otherwise, 
the users will simply change back to driving on the highway facility.  Please refer also to 
also page 5.4-37 of Volume 1 of the EIR.   
  
Response to Comment 66-3 (GP/EIR):  The EIR includes a comparative analysis of two 
alternatives that address the subjects of Commissioner Tolhurst’s comment (please see 
Chapter 6 of Volume 2. Alternative #11, the Transit Emphasis Alternative, assumes a 
General Plan that promotes the development of light rail and extended transit 
opportunities.  Alternative #12, the Compact Development Alternative, would establish 
policies and a land use pattern that promote a more compact urban form. 
 
As Mr. McKibbin noted at the hearing, the four equal-weight General Plan alternatives 
include transit-oriented policies. These policies can be found under Goals 3.6, 3.7, and 
3.9 of the No Project and 1996 General Plan Alternatives and Goal TC-2 of the Roadway 
Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" and Environmentally Constrained Alternatives. 
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Response to Comment 66-4 (GP):  See Master Response 14. 

Response to Comment 66-5 (GP):  Roadway planning in adjacent jurisdictions and by 
the California Department of Transportation will continue into the future. As noted by 
Project Manager Heidi Tschudin, both a six-lane and eight-lane U.S. Highway 50 are 
evaluated in the EIR. 

Response to Comment 66-6 (GP):  As noted by Mr. McKibbin, all of the alternatives 
include the General Plan policies added by Measure Y, the Control Traffic Congestion 
Initiative, at the direction of the Board of Supervisors. 

Response to Comment 66-7 (GP/EIR):  As stated by Mr. McKibbin during the hearing, 
traffic impacts to the future road system if the Texas Hill Reservoir project is built were not 
specifically analyzed during the EIR process.  The Texas Hill Reservoir project is not 
anticipated to be constructed prior to the horizon year of the analysis. The County’s 
Department of Transportation completed some preliminary analyses of these potential 
impacts in the late 1980s and concluded that the impacted roads could be rerouted 
around the reservoir and circulation maintained. The Reservoir project will require 
additional environmental documentation and mitigation prior to its construction, including 
impacts to the County road system.  One of those mitigations might be to improve other 
roadways in the area, such as Newtown Road, to provide the needed capacity to replace 
any lost with construction and operation of the reservoir. 

Response to Comment 66-8 (GP/EIR): As stated by Mr. McKibbin during the hearing, 
none of the proposed four equal-weight General Plan alternatives includes a U.S. 
Highway 50 “by-pass” around the City of Placerville.  Such a by-pass is extremely 
speculative given current funding, right-of-way, engineering, environmental and political 
issues.  It was not included in either the alternatives or the EIR analysis for this reason. 

As he also stated, the policy in the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane “Plus” Alternative 
stating the County shall discourage Caltrans from widening beyond six-lanes would not 
affect such a proposal as it is unlikely the by-pass would need to be more than four-lanes 
wide.  The six-lane restriction only impacts the high volume sections of U.S. Highway 50 
near the west County Line. 

Response to Comment 66-9 (GP): As noted by Mr. McKibbin, the road system of the 
Environmentally Constrained Alternative is based on the Level of Service (LOS) policy of 
that alternative. In order to maintain acceptable levels of service, U.S. Highway 50 would 
need to be eight lanes by the year 2025. Physical construction of eight lanes could result 
in environmental impacts within the construction area. Such potential impacts would be 
addressed in the environmental document that would be required for the expansion.  

Response to Comment 66-10 (GP):  Please refer to Master Response 15 for a 
discussion on Measure Y. 
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Response to Comment 66-11 (GP): The information presented by Mr. Marinaccio 
regarding the City of Folsom’s transportation planning is noted for the record and will be 
considered by the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors during deliberations on 
the General Plan. 
 
Response to Comment 66-12 (GP):  The U.S. Highway 50 High Occupancy Vehicle 
(HOV) lanes are restricted to HOVs, and certain other types of vehicles as described in 
the California Vehicle Code, only during the normal commute hours and can be used by 
all vehicles outside for those hours.  The lanes are marked and have signs posted giving 
the hours of restriction. 
 
The conversion of the HOV lanes to standard mixed flow lanes is not planned for at this 
time, is not on any agencies’ planning horizon, and is extremely speculative. 
 
Response to Comment 66-13 (GP): Each of the General Plan alternatives plans for 
growth (ranging from 21,000 to 32,000 projected additional units by 2025 and 29,000 to 
78,000 additional units at buildout).  Each alternative also includes policies to seek water 
supplies to accommodate that growth.  The No Project and 1996 General Plan 
Alternatives direct the El Dorado County Water Agency to develop a water resources 
management program that is consistent with the demands generated by the General Plan 
Land Use Diagram (Policy 5.2.1.1).  The Roadway Constrained Six-Lane “Plus” and 
Environmentally Constrained Alternatives call for the County to actively engage in and 
support the efforts of public water providers to retain existing and obtain new water 
supplies for planned growth (Policy PS-2a).  
 
Response to Comment 66-14 (GP): As required by State law, the County will pursue an 
update of the Zoning Ordinance upon adoption of a new General Plan. At that time 
inconsistencies between the newly adopted General Plan and the Zoning Ordinance now 
in effect will be rectified. 
 
Response to Comment 66-15 (GP): Please refer to  Master Response 15 for a 
discussion on Measure Y. The concern regarding the sunsetting of Measure Y is noted for 
the record and will be considered by the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors 
during deliberations on the General Plan. 
 
Response to Comment 66-16 (GP):  The four equal-weight General Plan alternatives 
provide a range of options for roadway improvement concurrency.  The concerns and 
opinions expressed in the comment, representing the commenter’s position on roadway 
improvement concurrency issues and the General Plan, are noted for the record and will 
be considered by the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors in their 
deliberations on the General Plan.  Also, please refer to Master Response 13.   
 
Response to Comment 66-17 (GP):  As stated by Ms. Crespo, the provisions of 
Measure Y apply to new residential development of more than four units or development 
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that results in more than four new parcels. Existing deficiencies are addressed to the 
extent that new projects contribute to those deficiencies. 

Response to Comment 66-18 (GP):  The concerns and opinions expressed in the 
comment, representing the commenter’s position on roadway improvement concurrency 
issues and the General Plan, are noted for the record and will be considered by the 
Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors in their deliberations on the General 
Plan.  While individual projects may at times not have the ability to implement all the road 
improvements needed for that single project, failure to complete the road improvements in 
advance of the project can lead to significant traffic congestion with the consequent 
effects on air quality and property values.  Also, please refer to Master Response 13.   

Response to Comment 66-19 (GP):  The concerns and opinions expressed in the 
comment, representing the commenter’s position on the need for a policy in the General 
Plan to insure that when a government agency other than the County acquires land within 
the County, the County’s circulation plan and transportation issues are adequately 
protected, are noted for the record and will be considered by the Planning Commission 
and Board of Supervisors in their deliberations on the General Plan.  For the most part 
however, other government agencies have separate and distinct authority and are not 
generally bound by the County’s regulatory or policy framework. 

Response to Comment 66-20 (GP):  Not all future roads formerly identified on the 
superceded area plans have been carried on to the currently proposed Circulation Maps. 
The opinion regarding inclusion of those roads is noted for the record and will be 
considered by the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors during deliberations on 
the General Plan. These decision-making bodies may choose to amend the currently 
proposed maps with additional information such as that presented by Mr. Marinaccio. 
Please refer to Response to Comment 66-22 for a discussion of the Ray Lawyer Drive 
extension issue.  Please refer to Response to Comment 66-7 for a discussion of the 
Texas Hill Reservoir issue. 

Response to Comment 66-21 (GP):  The Headington Road connection between 
Missouri Flat Road and El Dorado Road was analyzed during the preparation of the 
Missouri Flat Master Circulation and Financing Plan.  At that time it was determined that 
the road was not of regional significance and was only necessary to provide access and 
circulation to a proposed large commercial development project (Sundance Plaza).  It was 
not included on the General Plan Circulation Diagrams in any of the equal-weight General 
Plan alternatives because it does not serve a regional circulation purpose. 

The commenter is correct that the proposed commercial development cannot likely move 
forward without this road.  However, any large-scale development, commercial or 
residential, will need adequate access and will probably have this road included in the 
project’s mitigation measures. The concerns and opinions expressed in the comment, 
representing the commenter’s position on this roadway and the General Plan, are noted 
for the record and will be considered by the Planning Commission and Board of 
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Supervisors in their deliberations on the General Plan. Also, please refer to  Response to 
Comment 287-1. 
 
Response to Comment 66-22 (GP):  As stated by Mr. McKibbin during the hearing, none 
of the proposed four equal-weight General Plan alternatives includes a U.S. Highway 50 
bypass around the City of Placerville.  The Placerville Periphery Area Plan map included a 
proposed extension Ray Lawyer Drive south across U.S. Highway 50 past the County Jail 
site, and then turning east crossing State Route 49 and swinging between the Placerville 
Airport, on the north, and the proposed Texas Hill Reservoir, on the south, to connect 
back to U.S. Highway 50 at Camino Heights.  While this road was not intended to be a 
bypass of the City of Placerville, it was felt there might be some benefits to local 
circulation when it was proposed in the late 1970s and early 1980s.   
 
The County’s Department of Transportation undertook some preliminary feasibility 
analyses of the road in the late 1980s and early 1990s in connection with early work on 
the General Plan update.  They found that the traffic volumes would be relatively low and 
the costs of construction and right-of-way to be very high.  They recommended the 
proposal be dropped given the very low cost-benefit of the road and the higher need for 
other roads where the cost-benefits are much higher.  The construction of a bypass is 
speculative given current funding, right-of-way, engineering, environmental and political 
issues.  It was not included in any of the alternatives or the EIR analysis for this reason. 
 
Response to Comment 66-23 (GP):  Please refer to Response to Comment 66-22.  The 
other proposed road mentioned in this comment was one known as “The East-West 
Road”.  This proposed road ran almost directly east to west from State Route 49 in the 
vicinity of the community of Nashville to the community of Latrobe and then west into 
Sacramento County.  The same timing and cost-benefit scenarios played out with this 
proposal as the proposed Ray Lawyer Drive extension and the Department of 
Transportation recommended the proposal be dropped in the early 1990s.  
 
Response to Comment 66-24 (GP/EIR):  The EIR analyzed the major roadways that 
provide access to and from the City of Placerville.  The El Dorado County General Plan 
Travel Demand Forecasting Model includes the major roadways in the City and the EPS 
land use forecasts include projected development within the City (refer to Appendices B 
and D-2 in Volume 3 of the EIR).  The major roadways that provide access to Placerville 
and were analyzed in the EIR are listed below. 

• Green Valley Road 
• Cold Springs Road 
• State Route 49 (north of Placerville) 
• State Route 193 
• Mosquito Road 
• Carson Road 
• Newtown Road 
• Cedar Ravine Road 
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• Diamond Road (State Route 49 south of Placerville) 
• Forni Road 
• U.S. Highway 50 

 
No impacts were identified to these roadways under any of the four equal-weight General 
Plan alternatives, because they all operated at acceptable Levels of Service (LOS) at the 
City/County boundary during the p.m. peak hour at 2025 conditions.  The only exception 
to operating at LOS D or better was U.S. Highway 50, which is projected to operate at 
LOS F, but it remains within the maximum volume-to-capacity ratios allowed by Policy 
3.5.1.6.2 of the No Project and 1996 General Plan Alternatives and Policy TC-1c of the 
Roadway Constrained Six-Lane “Plus” and Environmentally Constrained Alternatives.  
The detailed LOS results for these roadway segments for each alternative are contained 
in Volume 3 of the EIR in Appendices D-3A through D-3D. Please refer also to Response 
to Comment 129-4. 
 
Response to Comment 66-25 (GP/EIR):  As noted by Project Manager Heidi Tschudin, 
the County has been working with other area jurisdictions throughout the General Plan 
process. Policy 2.2.2.5 of the No Project and 1996 General Plan Alternatives and 
Mitigation Measure 5.1-1, as applied to the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" and 
Environmentally Constrained Alternatives, directs the County to maintain working 
relationships with these other jurisdictions. 
 
Response to Comment 66-26 (GP):  The General Plan alternatives provide options for 
“concurrency” as it relates to roadway improvements. The options are outlined in Policies 
3.2.1.1, 3.2.1.3, and 3.2.1.4 of the No Project and 1996 General Plan Alternatives; 
Policies TC-1g, TC-1h, TC-1i, and TC-1j of the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" 
Alternative; and Policies TC-1g, TC-1h, and TC-1i of the Environmentally Constrained 
Alternative. 
 
Response to Comment 66-27 (GP):  As noted by Ms. Tschudin, the Planning 
Commission and Board of Supervisors may choose to include both Transportation 
Systems Management (TSM) and Transportation Demand Management (TDM) policies in 
the final adopted plan. Currently, TSM is included in all General Plan Alternatives (Goal 
3.10 of the No Project and 1996 General Plan Alternatives and Goal TC-3 of the Roadway 
Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" and Environmentally Constrained Alternatives). TDM is 
included in the No Project and 1996 General Plan Alternatives as Goal 3.9.  Note that 
although State law limits the County’s ability to require employers to institute TDM 
programs, the County can work with project sponsors to develop voluntary programs. 
 
Response to Comment 66-28 (GP):  The concerns and opinions expressed in the 
comment, representing the commenter’s position on his preference for a particular 
alternative of the General Plan, are noted for the record and will be considered by the 
Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors in their deliberations on the General 
Plan.   
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Regarding the comments on a possible relocation of State Route 49 between the Marshall 
Gold Discovery State Park in Coloma and the City of Placerville, there have been 
numerous informal discussions between Caltrans, the Superintendent of the State Park 
and the County’s Department of Transportation since the late 1980s.  Those discussions 
have centered on two subjects: the designation of certain County roads as State Route 49 
with their being turned over to Caltrans; and the construction of a bypass road designated 
as State Route 49, around the State Park to eliminate the through traffic in the park and 
the problems associated with the current route such a safety, noise, and damage to 
historic structures.  None of these proposals has proceeded past the informal discussion 
level due to funding, right-of-way, engineering, environmental and political issues.  They 
were not included in any of the alternatives or the EIR analysis for this reason. 

 
Caltrans at one time did adopt an alignment for a new road running from approximately 
the intersection of Cold Springs Road and State Route 49 to the City of Placerville.  This 
alignment roughly parallels the existing State Route 49 and is located in the area between 
the existing State Route 49 and Cold Springs Road and would become the new State 
Route 49.  The exact status of this approval is uncertain.  However, construction of this 
new road is extremely speculative given the probable funding, right-of-way, engineering, 
environmental and political issues.  It was not included in any of the alternatives or the 
EIR analysis for this reason. 
 
The commenter’s final comment addressed the construction of new lanes on roadways.  
All the General Plan alternatives address the traffic needs of the proposed land uses 
within each particular alternative.  With the few exceptions identified and discussed in the 
EIR, the roads are sized to meet those needs.  Changing driving patterns may in the 
future increase or decrease the traffic on the road system as people adapt to changing 
conditions such as the price and availability of gasoline.  These types of speculative 
changes are not included in the analysis because there is no way to forecast them. 
 
Mr. Mercado’s opinions regarding a preferred alternative and the effects of roadway 
widening are noted for the record and will be considered by the Planning Commission and 
Board of Supervisors during deliberations on the General Plan. 
 
Response to Comment 66-29 (EIR):  As noted at the hearing, the County relies on the 
Water Agency (a non-County public agency) and public water providers to supply 
information about water calibration and usage.  Area-specific information is available to 
the extent that the water providers serve different areas of the County. The only other 
area-specific information provided to the County was for water demand (not calibration or 
usage) in the El Dorado Irrigation District (EID) service area (Appendix E-1 of Volume 3 of 
the EIR).  This information was considered in the analyses summarized in the EIR, and 
reviewed by the EIR water resources team for reasonableness. 
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Response to Comment 66-30 (GP):  The subject policy direction is contained in the 
Environmentally Constrained Alternative. As outlined in Implementation Measure PS-D, 
the County will work with the Water Agency and water service providers to develop 
standards for the types and scales of projects that would be required to use recycled 
water. Recycled water requirements could only be applied in areas having access to 
recycled water. Development of standards would have to occur before the County could 
require developers to use recycled water. 
 
Response to Comment 66-31 (GP/EIR):  The use of “gray water”, or recycled/reclaimed 
water, is addressed in Policy 7.3.1.3 of the No Project and 1996 General Plan Alternatives 
and Policies PS-2a and PS-3b of the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" and 
Environmentally Constrained Alternatives. As noted on page 5.5-18 of Volume 1 of the 
EIR, EID has a recycled water master plan, which is intended to provide guidance through 
2025. Impacts 5.5-1 and 5.5-7 also address the use of recycled water. 
 
Response to Comment 66-32 (GP):  As noted in Implementation Measure PS-D of the 
Environmentally Constrained Alternative, the County’s standards for use of recycled water 
would be developed in coordination with the water providers, including EID. Accordingly, 
any future requirements for use of recycled water should not be in conflict with EID’s 
planning. 
 
Response to Comment 66-33 (GP):   Commissioner Welsh’s comment was directed at 
the Summary of Differences Between the Equal-weight General Plan Alternatives (dated 
April 15, 2003). In that document, the words “direct” and “require” are used 
interchangeably. 
 
Response to Comment 66-34 (GP):  “Development” as used in the No Project and 1996 
General Plan Alternatives means “the division of land into two or more parcels; the 
construction, reconstruction, conversion, structural alteration, relocation, or enlargement 
of any structure; any mining, excavation, landfill, or land disturbance; and any use or 
extension of the use of land, excepting agriculture” (refer to page 308 of the No Project 
and 1996 General Plan Alternative document). As used in the Roadway Constrained Six-
Lane "Plus" and Environmentally Constrained Alternatives, “development” means any 
discretionary, ministerial, or capital improvement project (please refer to page 24 of the 
Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" Alternative). 
 
Response to Comment 66-35 (GP):  See Letters 13 and 27 for written documentation of 
Ms. Arrigotti’s parcel-specific request. The requested land use designation for Ms. 
Arrigotti’s parcel is evaluated in the 1996 General Plan Alternative. 
 
Mrs. Arrigotti’s concerns and opinions regarding the suitability of the Roadway 
Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" and Environmentally Constrained Alternatives are noted for 
the record and will be considered by the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors 
during deliberations on the General Plan. 
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Response to Comment 66-36 (GP):  Policy PS-2c of the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane 
"Plus" and Environmentally Constrained Alternatives discourages the extension of public 
water service outside of Community Regions and Rural Centers. The County cannot 
prohibit extension of water service. The ultimate decision to extend water service would 
be rendered by EID and, if the extension requires a change in EID’s service area 
boundary, the Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO). Please refer to Response 
to Comment 27-2 for more information regarding the role of the LAFCO. 

Response to Comment 66-37 (GP):  As noted by Mr. Marinaccio, the project referred to 
in the comment is included as LDR and in the Community Region in the 1996 General 
Plan Alternative and is evaluated accordingly in the EIR. Please refer to Response to 
Comment 66-36 regarding the County’s control over extending water service to areas 
outside of Community Regions and Rural Centers. Placement of the Community Region 
boundary would not affect the potential use of recycled water on the subject project site. 

Response to Comment 66-38 (GP):  The main purpose of a General Plan is to provide a 
blueprint for community development. This includes directing growth to certain areas. The 
alternative Land Use Diagrams provide options for the Board of Supervisors to choose 
from as they deliberate the General Plan and thus adopt a blueprint for future 
development and growth. The County will work with EID and other service providers 
throughout the life of the General Plan so that implementation is consistent with its intent. 

Response to Comment 66-39 (GP/EIR):  Naturally occurring asbestos is an issue that is 
currently managed by the County Department of Environmental Management–Air Quality 
Management District (AQMD).  The AQMD is responsible for implementing and enforcing 
Title 17 Section 93106 of the California Code of Regulations, Asbestos Airborne Toxic 
Control Measure–Asbestos-Containing Serpentine. The County and other State and 
federal agencies are taking measures to define the locations of asbestos-bearing 
serpentine rock, the potential for public exposure, and procedures to minimize the impacts 
of naturally occurring asbestos.  Because of this, it was determined that it was not 
necessary to include additional programs addressing asbestos in the General Plan 
alternatives. However, the EIR identified an impact resulting from naturally occurring 
asbestos (Impact 5.8-9) and proposes mitigation measures accordingly. If adopted, these 
measures would be in addition to the programs currently under development by the 
AQMD and State and federal governments. Please refer to Response to Comment 281-
10 and 281-219. 

Response to Comment 66-40 (GP):  The staff recognizes the noise-related impacts 
associated with Mather Airport, which is located in Sacramento County. As noted by 
Project Manager Heidi Tschudin, the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" and 
Environmentally Constrained Alternatives include direction to work with Sacramento 
County to address the issue (Policy HS-14e and Implementation Measure HS-M). 

Response to Comment 66-41 (GP):  By its nature, the Summary of Differences Between 
the Equal-weight General Plan Alternatives (dated April 15, 2003) identifies those
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subjects that have either come to light or information that has changed since adoption of 
the General Plan in 1996. The summary can be downloaded from the General Plan 
website (http://www.co.el-dorado.ca.us/generalplan/pdf/AltComp.pdf). 
 
Response to Comment 66-42 (GP):  As noted by Planner Sue Lee at the hearing, the 
County has used and will continue to use the California Department of Forestry and Fire 
Protection definitions of fire hazard rating. See pages 229 through 230 of the Roadway 
Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" Alternative and pages 5-8-107 through 112 of Volume 2 of 
the EIR for more information on fire hazard ratings. 
 
Response to Comment 66-43 (GP):  The four equal-weight General Plan alternatives 
were developed with the intent of providing a range of options for the Commission and 
Board of Supervisors to consider. In some cases, the differences among the alternatives 
provide a range of policy options to address a particular issue.  Because of the many 
types of policy issues and potential means of addressing those issues, the policy 
presented in a particular alternative may not be closely related to the title of the particular 
alternative. That is the case with the gated subdivision policy. By presenting the policies in 
this manner, the Commission and Board have a range of options to choose from. 
 
Response to Comment 66-44 (GP):  As stated by Mr. McKibbin at the hearing, highway 
safety issues are dealt with in the Transportation and Circulation Element of the 
Environmentally Constrained and the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane “Plus” Alternatives 
instead of in the Public Health, Safety, and Noise Element of the No Project and 1996 
General Plan Alternatives.  Specifically, these issues are addressed in the policies under 
Goal TC-1 and in several of the implementation measures (TC-A through TC-F and 
others).  This was done to avoid duplication between the elements and to concentrate all 
the transportation related items into the one element. 
 
Response to Comment 66-45 (GP):  Commissioner Machado is referring to the 
Summary of Differences Between the Equal-weight General Plan Alternatives (dated April 
15, 2003) document. The items under Special Status Species are blank for the Roadway 
Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" and Environmentally Constrained Alternatives because there 
are no other differences between the plans. The summary is intended to only show the 
differences between the plans; it is not intended to summarize the plans themselves. 
 
Response to Comment 66-46 (GP/EIR):  The staff recognizes the challenges in applying 
the tree canopy retention standards contained in the No Project and 1996 General Plan 
Alternatives. See Master Response 18 for a complete discussion of the canopy retention 
issue.  
 
In response to the need to protect existing oak canopy countywide, the EIR proposes 
mitigation measures that would clarify oak canopy retention requirements (Mitigation 
Measures 5.12-1[f] and 5.12-1[k]) and establish an oak tree preservation ordinance 
(Mitigation Measures 5.12-1[g] and 5.12-1[l]). 
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Response to Comment 66-47 (GP):  The County General Services Department 
maintains a list of public and known private cemeteries. If an historic cemetery is private, 
then access is controlled by the owner of the land upon which the cemetery occurs. The 
County cannot require owners of private cemeteries to provide public access. 

Response to Comment 66-48 (GP):  See Response to Comment 66-34 for an 
explanation of how the term “development” is used in the General Plan alternatives.  

Commissioner MacCready is referring to the item in the Summary of Differences Between 
the Equal-weight General Plan Alternatives that addresses lakes, streams, and wetlands. 
Using the definitions contained in the alternatives, Policy CO-3b and Implementation 
Measure CO-H of in the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" and Environmentally 
Constrained Alternatives would be applied to all discretionary, ministerial, and capital 
improvement projects. Policy CO-3f in those alternatives would be applied to discretionary 
and capital improvement projects only.  Policy 7.3.3.1 in the No Project and 1996 General 
Plan Alternatives would apply to any “division of land into two or more parcels; the 
construction, reconstruction, conversion, structural alteration, relocation, or enlargement 
of any structure; any mining, excavation, landfill, or land disturbance; and any use or 
extension of the use of land, excepting agriculture.” Policy 7.3.3.2 would apply to 
discretionary projects only. 

Response to Comment 66-49 (GP):  The Certified Local Government (CLG) Program is 
a national program designed to encourage the direct participation of local government in 
the identification, registration, and preservation of historic properties located within the 
jurisdiction of the local government. The CLG program encourages the preservation of 
cultural resources by promoting a partnership among local governments, the State of 
California, and the National Park Service (NPS), which is responsible for the National 
Historic Preservation Program. 

Local governments strengthen their local historic preservation efforts by achieving 
Certified CLG status from the NPS. NPS and State governments, through their State 
Historic Preservation Offices (SHPOs), provide valuable technical assistance and small 
matching grants to CLGs. Another incentive for participating in the CLG program is the 
pool of matching grant funds SHPOs set aside to fund CLG historic preservation subgrant 
projects–at least 10 percent of the State’s annual Historic Preservation Fund grant 
allocation. Grant funds are distributed through the Historic Preservation Fund grant 
program, administered by NPS and SHPOs. 

Response to Comment 66-50 (GP):  The EIR contains a mitigation measure (Mitigation 
Measure 5.1-3([c], page 5.1-66 of Volume 1) that addresses establishment of interim 
policies should they be needed (i.e., if there was a significant time lag in implementation of 
a proposed policy). The Mitigation Measure applies to the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane 
"Plus" and Environmentally Constrained Alternatives only; the EIR found that a similar 
measure was not necessary for the No Project and 1996 General Plan Alternatives (i.e., 
that the current policies offered adequate environmental protection). 
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Response to Comment 66-51 (GP):  Commissioner Machado is referring to the item in 
the Summary of Differences Between the Equal-weight General Plan Alternatives that 
addresses soils (and the potential effects of grading upon such). Currently, the County 
primarily regulates grading through its grading ordinance (Chapter 15.14 of the County 
Code). Additionally, it may regulate grading through discretionary project approvals by 
applying policies such as those proposed in the General Plan alternatives. The grading 
policies presented in the General Plan alternatives are intended to be applied in harmony 
with the grading ordinance. Ideally, upon adoption of a new General Plan, the ordinance 
will be updated to include the appropriate General Plan policy (or policies). 
 
Response to Comment 66-52 (GP):  As noted by Mr. Pesses, the County is currently in 
the process of establishing a Storm Water Management Program (SWMP), consistent 
with federal law. That program may provide further guidance on grading standards. Once 
the County’s SWMP is approved by the State of California (the federal government has 
delegated oversight authority to the State), the grading ordinance may need further 
amendments to make it consistent with the approved SWMP. 
 
Response to Comment 66-53 (GP):  See the Response to Comment 66-52 above. Mass 
pad grading is typically reviewed in connection with larger discretionary projects. 
Conditions for grading (e.g., timing, requirements for Best Management Practices, etc.) 
are assigned at the time of project processing and approval. Because they are 
discretionary projects, the Planning Commission and/or Board of Supervisors can review 
any proposed conditions or mitigation that apply to grading activity. 
 
Response to Comment 66-54 (GP):  Also refer to Letter 58, submitted by the 
commenter. Mr. Beauchamp’s preference for the Environmentally Constrained Alternative 
is noted for the record and will be considered by the Planning Commission and Board of 
Supervisors during deliberations on the General Plan. 
 
Response to Comment 66-55 (GP):  As noted by Ms. Tschudin, none of the General 
Plan alternatives include a tree ordinance. All four of the equal-weight General Plan 
alternatives include policies addressing oak and heritage/landmark tree protection, but not 
to the level typically included in an ordinance. The EIR contains mitigation measures that 
provide even greater protection for oak trees (Mitigation Measures 5.12-1[f], 5.12-1[g], 
5.12-1[k], and 5.12-1[l]). None of the proposed policies or mitigation measures would 
prevent the County from adopting a tree ordinance at some later date. Please refer also to 
Master Response 8. 
 
Response to Comment 66-56 (GP):  The work referred to by Agricultural Commissioner 
Bill Snodgrass was presented to the Planning Commission. The report prepared by the 
group, “Draft Oak Woodland Assets and Guidelines for El Dorado County” (1998), was 
used as a reference document by preparers of the draft General Plan and EIR 
documents. 
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Response to Comment 66-57 (GP):  As noted by Ms. Crespo, the No Project and 1996 
General Plan Alternatives contain policy direction calling for a Cultural Resource 
Preservation Commission but the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" and 
Environmentally Constrained Alternatives do not. Policy language was left out of the 
Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" and Environmentally Constrained Alternatives 
because of the current status of the Commission (disbanded) and the uncertainty of how it 
will be “reconstituted”. The Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors may choose 
to revise this approach as they deliberate the General Plan. 

See Response to Comment 51-1. The Board may choose to adopt a plan made up of 
“pieces” of each of the alternatives, including the various Cultural Resource policies.  

Response to Comment 66-58 (GP):  As noted by Ms. Crespo, the language in the 
Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" and Environmentally Constrained Alternatives, 
which was developed with input from the now-disbanded Cultural Resource Preservation 
Commission, seeks to clarify the difference between public and private cemeteries by 
protecting access to those that are public.  

Response to Comment 66-59 (GP):  See that portion of Response to Comment 66-49 
that addresses grant funding and Certified Local Government status. 

Response to Comment 66-60 (GP):  All four of the equal-weight General Plan 
alternatives include policy direction for the County to establish Historic Design Control 
Combining Zone Districts (Policies 2.4.1.3, 7.5.2.1, and 7.5.2.2 of the No Project and 
1996 General Plan Alternatives; Policy CO-9a and Implementation Measures LU-G, CO-
A, and CO-N of the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" Alternative; and Policy CO-9a 
and Implementation Measures LU-G, CO-A, and CO-O of the Environmentally 
Constrained Alternative), which would require the County to first identify “historic districts”.  

Response to Comment 66-61 (GP):  As noted in Response to Comment 51-14, the 
County has incorporated the updated Department of Conservation mapping into this 
Response to Comments document.  

Response to Comment 66-62 (GP):  Portions of the Vandalia Mine, known to the County 
as Goldfield’s Big Canyon Project (APNs 091-010-20; 091-020-12, 13, 14, 15, and 16; 
091-090-20; and 091-110-21) are included as MRZ-2a or MRZ-2b in the Department of 
Conservation’s Mineral Land Classification of El Dorado County, California and is also 
designated with the –MR overlay in each of the alternatives. 

Information regarding the “Pacific Mine” (location, Assessor’s Parcel Number) was not 
provided and the County does not have records of a mine by that name.  It is therefore, 
not known if the mine is included in the Department of Conservation’s mapping report 
issued in April of 2003.   

Please refer also to Master Responses 8 and 21. 
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Response to Comment 66-63 (GP):  General performance standards for the Important 
Biological Corridor (IBC) are contained in the Environmentally Constrained Alternative 
(Implementation Measure CO-K, page 272).  It is acknowledged that the detailed 
requirements would be developed subsequent to adoption of the General Plan. 

Mr. Mercado’s concern regarding application of the -IBC overlay is noted for the record 
and will be considered by the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors during 
deliberations on the General Plan.  

Response to Comment 66-64 (GP):  Commissioner MacCready’s concern regarding 
lack of a policy directing protection of agricultural water from conversion to residential use 
in the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" and Environmentally Constrained 
Alternatives is noted for the record. Commissioner MacCready, his fellow commissioners, 
and Board of Supervisors may consider issues such as this during deliberations on the 
General Plan.  

Response to Comment 66-65 (GP):  As noted by Mr. Snodgrass at the hearing, grazing 
is recognized as a different type of agricultural activity. Most notably, grazing can occur on 
lands where other types of agricultural activity, such as row crop production, cannot occur 
because of poor soil conditions. 

Response to Comment 66-66 (GP/EIR):  See Letter 173 for the Agricultural 
Commission’s comments on the draft General Plans and DEIR. 

Response to Comment 66-67 (GP):  As noted by Mr. Snodgrass at the hearing, 
administrative relief for the required agricultural setbacks can be recommended by the 
Agricultural Commission or by the Planning Director under current procedures.   

Response to Comment 66-68 (GP):  Mr. Snodgrass’s concerns and opinions regarding 
agricultural water are noted for the record and will be considered by the Planning 
Commission and Board of Supervisors during deliberations on the General Plan.  Goal 
AF-2 in the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" Alternative and the Environmentally 
Constrained Alternative and Objective 8.2.1 in the No Project Alternative and 1996 
General Plan Alternative would ensure an adequate, long-term water supply to support 
sustainable agricultural uses.  Goal PS-3 in the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" 
Alternative and the Environmentally Constrained Alternative concerns conservation of the 
County’s existing water supply, with policies dealing with reclaimed water and an 
implementation measure (PS-D) requiring the County to work with the Water Agency and 
water service providers to develop standards that identify the types of projects that could 
utilize reclaimed water.  Objective 7.3.5 of the No Project Alternative and the 1996 
General Plan Alternative encourage the construction of wastewater disposal systems 
designed to reclaim and re-use treated wastewater on agricultural crops and other 
irrigation.  The EIR proposes a new policy for the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" 
Alternative, No Project Alternative and 1996 General Plan Alternative that would require 
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the County to work with EID and other water purveyor’s concerning the feasibility of using 
reclaimed water and working with them to coordinate their ongoing programs. 
 
Response to Comment 66-69 (GP):  Mr. Snodgrass’s concerns and opinions regarding 
the Right to Farm Ordinance and agricultural tourism are noted for the record and will be 
considered by the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors during deliberations on 
the General Plan.  Policy AF-1e of the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" Alternative 
and the Environmentally Constrained Alternative provide protection of agricultural lands 
from incompatible uses through the Right to Farm Ordinance, while Implementation 
Measure AF-A(3) requires revision of the Right to Farm Ordinance to include the 
placement of deed restrictions on new parcels created adjacent to agricultural lands 
acknowledging the existence of adjacent agricultural operations.  Policy 8.1.3.3 of the No 
Project Alternative and the 1996 General Plan Alternative also require the revision to the 
Right to Farm Ordinance.  Goal ED-5 of the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" 
Alternative and the Environmentally Constrained Alternative encourage economic 
development through development and support of the arts and tourism industries.  
Objective 9.3.1 of the No Project Alternative and the 1996 General Plan Alternative 
relates to protection of existing tourist based assets such as Apple Hill and development 
of additional tourism businesses and industries. 
 
Response to Comment 66-70 (GP):  See Letter 263 for the Farm Bureau’s comments.  
The requirement to have a registered engineer or certified geologist for development on 
slopes over 30 percent is included in the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" and 
Environmentally Constrained Alternatives only. Mr. Snodgrass’s information regarding 
vineyard development on slopes over 30 percent is noted for the record and will be 
considered by the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors during deliberations on 
the General Plan. Also, please refer to Mitigation Measure 5.9-4(b) which deals with 
potential erosion impacts associated with development on slopes in excess of 25% unless 
it can be demonstrated by a California-registered civil engineer or an engineering 
geologist that hazards to public safety can be reduced to acceptable levels.  It is noted 
that agricultural activities can occur on such slopes, just as other development can occur, 
but that restrictions would reduce the amount of erosion resulting from such use.  Please 
also refer to Response to Comments 280-107 and 281-219, 403 and 404. 
 
Response to Comment 66-71 (EIR):  The concern regarding the Mitigation Measure 
placing restrictions on tree removal (Mitigation Measures 5.12-1[g] and 5.12-1[l]) is noted 
for the record and will be considered by the Planning Commission and Board of 
Supervisors during deliberations on the General Plan. 
 
Response to Comment 66-72 (GP):  As noted by Mr. Snodgrass at the hearing, a 
number of parties are involved in water acquisition and development. The County does 
not have direct responsibility, as the Water Agency and water providers are not County 
agencies. Though the County has been and will remain involved in water acquisition and 
development issues in the future, it currently does not have the means to actively acquire 
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and develop new water sources.  Policies in the General Plan must reflect this unless the 
County changes its role in water acquisition and development. 
 
Response to Comment 66-73 (GP/EIR):  See Letter 173 for the Agricultural 
Commission’s comments on the draft General Plans and DEIR. 
 
Response to Comment 66-74 (EIR): Ranch marketing is discussed in several locations 
within Section 5.2 of Volume 1 of the EIR. The Mitigation Measure referred to by Mr. 
Snodgrass is 5.2-2 on page 5.2-69 of Volume 1 of the EIR.  Please refer also to 
Response to Comment 263-91. 
 
Response to Comment 66-75 (GP/EIR):  Mr. Marinaccio’s concerns and opinions 
regarding the desires of the Agricultural Commission are noted for the record and will be 
considered by the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors during deliberations on 
the General Plan. 
 
Response to Comment 66-76 (GP):  Mr. Marinaccio’s concerns and opinions regarding 
protection of agricultural production inside and outside of Agricultural Districts are noted 
for the record and will be considered by the Planning Commission and Board of 
Supervisors during deliberations on the General Plan. 
 
Response to Comment 66-77 (GP):  Mr. Marinaccio’s opinions regarding use of land for 
grazing are noted for the record and will be considered by the Planning Commission and 
Board of Supervisors during deliberations on the General Plan. 
 
Response to Comment 66-78 (GP):  It is assumed that Mr. Marinaccio was referring to 
the Sacramento Municipal Utility District’s (SMUD’s) proposed Iowa Hill Pumped Storage 
Project in Placer County. If that project is approved, SMUD could pump additional water 
through its Camino Powerhouse (located in El Dorado County) and discharge the water 
into Slab Creek Reservoir. Currently, SMUD has no plans to supply raw water to El 
Dorado County using water pumped from the proposed Iowa Hill project.  
 
Response to Comment 66-79 (GP):  Information about the Williamson Act Contract 
Program appears in all of the draft General Plans because the County is an active 
participant.  
 
Mr. Mercado’s concerns and opinions regarding speculative use of Williamson Act 
Contracts are noted for the record and will be considered by the Planning Commission 
and Board of Supervisors during deliberations on the General Plan. 
 
Response to Comment 66-80 (GP):  Mr. Mercado’s opinions regarding the 
Environmentally Constrained Alternative definition of agricultural land and the aesthetic 
benefits of maintaining grazing land are noted for the record and will be considered by the 
Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors during deliberations on the General Plan. 
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Response to Comment 66-81 (GP):  As noted by Mr. Snodgrass, there are provisions of 
the Williamson Act Contract Program that allow for open space uses. This is consistent 
with direction provided in the California Land Conservation Act of 1965 (commonly 
referred to as the Williamson Act) as it relates to “recreational and open space uses” 
(Government Code 51200 et seq.).  

Response to Comment 66-82 (GP):  The document referred to by Commissioner 
Machado is intended to be a summary of the differences between the alternatives, not as 
a summary of the alternatives themselves. All four of the equal-weight General Plan 
alternatives include tourism policies, although those in the No Project and 1996 General 
Plan Alternatives are slightly different than those in the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane 
"Plus" and Environmentally Constrained Alternatives. Commissioner Machado and his 
fellow commissioners may choose to modify the tourism policies and address the issue of 
hotel rooms during deliberation of the General Plan. 

Response to Comment 66-83 (GP):  Mr. Smart’s concerns and opinions regarding 
General Plan parks and recreation policies, new park locations, park management, and 
types of parks that should be built are noted for the record and will be considered by the 
Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors during deliberations on the General Plan. 
Please refer also to Letter 233. 

Response to Comment 66-84 (GP):  For a discussion of the County’s role in the 
Sacramento-Placerville Transportation Corridor Joint Powers Authority (SPTC-JPA), 
particularly in regard to potential rail use, please refer to Master Response 17.  Also, 
please reference Master Response 16 for more discussion on Bikeways, Sidewalks and 
Pedestrian Access.  The concerns and opinions expressed in the comment, representing 
the commenter’s position on the SPTC are noted for the record and will be considered by 
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors in their deliberations on the General 
Plan. 

More specifically, this comment asks which County department is responsible for bringing 
the SPTC on-line.  This type of detailed assignment of departments is not in keeping with 
the purpose of the General Plan.  Each of the four equal-weight General Plan alternatives 
contains policies in their respective Circulation and Parks and Recreation Elements that 
promote the coordination and interface of commuter bike paths located primarily in the 
County rights-of-way, and recreational trails. 

However, in light of the repeated interest in the assignment of departmental roles with 
regard to nonmotorized transportation and the El Dorado Trail within the SPTC, the 
following discussion and background may prove helpful. 

Subsequent to the purchase of the Corridor by the SPTC-JPA in 1996, the Board of 
Supervisors assigned the management of the Corridor to the Department of General 
Services with the provision that the Department of Transportation prepare the Master Plan 
and related EIR for that portion of the Corridor that lies within the County.  The EIR
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was certified in 1998 and the Sacramento-Placerville Transportation Corridor Master Plan 
was completed and adopted by the Board in February 2003.   
 
The SPTC Master Plan delineates County roles in Chapter 1, page 17.  In summary, the 
General Services Department is responsible for managing real property on behalf of the 
County including easements and leases on the County segment of the right-of-way.  
General Services includes within its purview the Airports, Parks, and Grounds Division, 
which is responsible for developing a system of recreational trails throughout the County.  
Airports, Parks, and Grounds Division cannot be responsible for bike paths within County 
road rights-of-way.  That belongs to the Department of Transportation.  
 
The Department of Transportation (DOT) is primarily responsible for planning, 
constructing and maintaining the County’s circulation system, as well as development 
services with the Departments of Building and Planning.  New roads and road widening 
projects are reviewed and conditioned accordingly for bike paths within the County right-
of-way as appropriate, to be consistent with General Plan policies.  DOT cannot be 
responsible for recreational off-road trails.  That belongs to Airports, Parks, and Grounds 
Division. 
 
General confusion seems to occur because of the overlap in usage of commuter bike 
paths and recreational trails.  Policies present in both the Circulation and Parks and 
Recreation Elements of each General Plan alternative that call for agency coordination 
were designed to address this usage overlap.   
 
In conclusion, the assignment of roles within the SPTC is dependent upon the type of 
usage proposed.  Since the El Dorado Trail purported to be a nonmotorized transportation 
use, or trail, located off-road and outside the County right-of-way, the responsibility lies 
primarily within the Department of General Services Airports, Parks, and Grounds 
Division.  Pursuant to General Plan policies, all relative departments would become 
involved as necessary. 
 
Response to Comment 66-85 (GP):  While the Planning Commission Minutes of June 4, 
2003 indicate the comment to say the “Parkway” Master Plan should be updated, 
because of similar comments received, the staff assumes the commenter was referring to 
the “Bikeway” Master Plan.  See Master Response 16. 
 
Response to Comment 66-86 (GP):  As noted by Ms. Crespo, the Roadway Constrained 
Six-Lane "Plus" and Environmentally Constrained Alternatives do not contain policies that 
directly address historic trails. In the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" and 
Environmentally Constrained Alternatives, it was the intent to make the policies general 
enough that they could be broadly applied. In the case of trails that may have historical 
significance, they would be addressed in the prescribed Hiking and Equestrian Trails 
Master Plan update.  
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Response to Comment 66-87 (GP):  Policy PR-4d of the Roadway Constrained Six-
Lane "Plus" (page 295) and Environmentally Constrained (page 297) Alternatives 
addresses the development of parks and recreation facilities near prehistoric or historic 
sites. This could include interpretive centers.  Additionally, the Cultural Resources 
Ordinance prescribed in the Conservation and Open Space Element could address the 
appropriateness of recreational facility development near prehistoric or historic sites. As it 
undertakes the task of developing a preferred General Plan alternative, the Planning 
Commission may consider proposed policies from the various General Plan alternatives 
(please refer also to Response to Comment 51-1). 
 
Response to Comment 66-88 (GP):  The Roadway Constrained Six-Lane "Plus" and 
Environmentally Constrained Alternatives include a goal (PR-5) “to secure an adequate 
and stable source of funding to support the acquisition and development of parks and 
recreation facilities countywide”. The policies intended to accomplish this goal focus on 
ways to supplement County funding for parks and recreation facility 
acquisition/development.  
 
Mr. Mercado’s concerns regarding the funding-related policies of the No Project and 1996 
General Plan Alternatives are noted for the record and will be considered by the Planning 
Commission and Board of Supervisors during deliberations on the General Plan. 
 
Response to Comment 66-89 (GP):  As noted in Response to Comment 66-88, the 
intent of the funding-related policies contained in the Roadway Constrained Six-Lane 
"Plus" and Environmentally Constrained Alternatives is to provide funding flexibility.  
 
Response to Comment 66-90 (GP): See Letter 123 for written documentation of the 
parcel-specific request made by Mr. Converse on behalf of the Federated Church. It 
should be noted that the website database referred to by Mr. Converse states that “The 
parcel acreage shown in this database may not match the County's Official Records and 
should be used for reference only”. This is due to the fact that acreages on the website 
are calculated using a Geographic Information System, which the Assessor’s office does 
not use to calculate acreages (the Assessor’s Office relies on surveys and Assessor’s 
Parcel Maps for acreages). 
 
Response to Comment 66-91 (GP):  All four of the equal-weight General Plan 
alternatives contain policies addressing nonmotorized transportation. The Sacramento-
Placerville Transportation Corridor is not specifically called out in these policies because 
that corridor has its own master plan. This master plan, which was drafted by the El 
Dorado County Transportation Commission, was adopted by the El Dorado County Board 
of Supervisors in February 2003. It is anticipated that management of the corridor will 
follow guidance provided in the master plan. 
 
All four of the equal-weight General Plan alternatives contain direction to update the 
Bikeway Master Plan. 
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Mr. Smart’s concerns and opinions regarding a vision for nonmotorized transportation, the 
Sacramento-Placerville Transportation Corridor, and community walkability are noted for 
the record and will be considered by the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors 
during deliberations on the General Plan. 
 
Response to Comment 66-92 (GP):  See Letter 75 for written documentation of Mr. 
Steltzmiller’s parcel-specific request. 
 
Response to Comment 66-93 (GP):  Mr. Steltzmiller’s concerns and opinions regarding 
a preference for the 1996 General Plan Alternative and the current lack of a General Plan 
are noted for the record and will be considered by the Planning Commission and Board of 
Supervisors during deliberations on the General Plan. 
 
Response to Comment 66-94 (GP):  The new legislation referred to by Commissioner 
Larsen-Hallock is AB 1426, which is no longer active.  Response to Comment 51-26 
discusses inclusionary housing. 
 
Response to Comment 66-95 (GP/EIR):  Mr. Wright’s substantive comments are 
duplicated in Letter 77.  The responses to comments in that letter address Mitigation 
Measure 5.13(d), mapping of school facilities, potential land use incompatibility, the 
appropriate yield factor, the Lake Tahoe area, and potential impacts associated with an 
insufficient number of school facilities (i.e., facilities commensurate with growth allowed 
under the General Plan alternatives). 
 
The staff communicated directly with the County school districts and Office of Education. 
Subsequent to Mr. Wright’s comments, the team worked with the districts and the Office 
of Education through Mr. Wright. 
 
Response to Comment 66-96 (GP):  As noted in Response to Comment 66-95, the staff 
has had additional contact with Mr. Wright regarding his comments, including the 
appropriate yield factor. 
 
Mr. Wright’s comments regarding school siting and the potential impacts of smaller 
projects are noted for the record and will be considered by the Planning Commission and 
Board of Supervisors during deliberations on the General Plan. 
 
Response to Comment 66-97 (GP/EIR):  Policy PS-9c of the Roadway Constrained Six-
Lane "Plus" and Environmentally Constrained Alternatives states that the County will 
encourage the siting of new school facilities in Community Regions and Rural Centers. 
Mitigation Measure 5.1-3(d) states that “schools and other public buildings and facilities 
shall be directed to Community Regions or Rural Centers.”  Please refer to Response to 
Comment 77-3. 
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Response to Comment 66-98 (GP):  The area described by Mr. Marinaccio is included 
in the Cameron Park Community Region of the No Project and 1996 General Plan 
Alternatives and was evaluated accordingly.  
 
Response to Comment 66-99 (GP):  See Response to Comment 66-41. By its nature, 
the Summary of Differences Between the Equal-weight General Plan Alternatives 
identifies some of the issues that arose following adoption of the General Plan in 1996. 
Such issues may not have been addressed or may have been addressed differently in the 
General Plan adopted in 1996; by pointing out the differences, the summary would identify 
these issues. Other issues not addressed in any of the four equal-weight General Plan 
alternatives may already be addressed by the County Code, State regulations, or federal 
law and do not necessarily need to be addressed in the General Plan.  
 
Response to Comment 66-100 (GP/EIR):  See Letters 256 and 257 for written 
documentation of Mr. Wasserman’s comments on behalf of the Measure Y Committee. 
The responses to comments made in those letters address his comments regarding the 
ultimate number of lanes on U.S. Highway 50, Metropolitan Transportation Plan 
assumptions, regional consensus regarding road widening projects in general, and 
funding obstacles to completing highway widening. Please also refer to Master 
Responses 13 and 14. 
 
Response to Comment 66-101 (GP):  See Letter 33 for written documentation of Mr. 
Rathbun’s parcel-specific request. 




